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Growing up in formed Soviet Union we 
didn’t celebrate Christmas, at least not 
the way Christian World celebrates it. 
Soviet Union and all the subsequent 
republics are Russian Orthodox so the 
Christmas is celebrated in January, and 
even then not in any special way. Russian 
NeNew Year’s Eve trumps Christmas in 
importance, with significant celebrations 
occurring all over the country in recogni-
tion of the holiday. And when I say signif-
icant I mean SIGNIFICANT- when 
Russians celebrate we really celebrate. 
That means everything goes – there’s 
always a long and rich dinner full of tradi-
tional offerings – cold salads and lots of 
caviar, champagne and vodka. After is 
when the debauchery begins, dancing and 
firework displays, troika rides and 
dancing bears. You’re probably thinking 

that I’m exaggerating, but no. No Russian celebration is complete without 2 things: gypsies 
with dancing bears and a fistfight. This is the exact reason why I tend to be lost when it 
comes to the American way of celebrating winter holidays; they’re all jumbled up for me 
and frankly very boring.
When it came to planning this book I took the classic When it came to planning this book I took the classic Russian traditions and infused them 
with the tradition of Saturnalia. What we got at the end of it is a party to end all parties. 
Think Gatsby on steroids. Think the feast in the time of the great plague, which is actually 
a Russian idiom. Think about this book as the last party before the world ends when we 
must try every last decadence this world has to offer. This is what Volume 19 is all about; we 
might not have dancing bears but rest assured we have half dressed girls and glitter aplenty. 
Come party with us.
WWelcome to the issue.
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 | Story by Laurie Silvey |



















































 | Celebratory fashion history by Annika Sharber |























 |  Costume design, decorations and idea by Ksenia Alizabal  |  Assistant - Egor Basov
  | Make Up by Anna Solana  | Models - Anna Starodubtseva, Maria Pasinkova, Dasha Melvin,

Maria Vyatkina, Egor Basov, Aleksandr and Victoria Miroshnichenko |










































































































































































































































































